
















S U M M A R Y

I . Project Title

The Development of Robotic System for the Nuclear Power Plants

II. Objective and Importance of the Project

The Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) is currently in the

early stage of a competitive program of stable and economical

electricity supply, and has identified "Establishment of safety and

enhancement of reliability for the nuclear power plants" and

"Innovation of technologies in nuclear energy" as major solutions to be

utilized in stable electricity effort. This project, initiated by MOST in

1992, is a part of "Long-term nuclear development program" to

advance nuclear energy technology.

Robotic use in nuclear power plants has been targeted as an

essential element in the solution of human safety problems of national

importance. Included among these problems are the monitoring and

mapping of radiation areas, the handling and inspection of radioactive

materials, and the repair and maintenance of nuclear facilities. The

purpose of this project is to develop a robotic system and support

hardwares to be used in emergency response applications, thereby
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eliminating or significantly reducing personnel exposure to radioactive

or other hazardous activities, and improving workers' safety

IE. Scope and Contents of the Project

This research is planned to be performed during the period

September 5, 1992 through July 20, 1996 as the first stage of the

project entitled "The Development of Robotic System for the Nuclear

Power Plants". The major aspect of this project is to develop

emergency response systems for use in nuclear power plants. The

work conducted in the final year of the first stage for the project from

July 21, 1995 through July 20, 1996 covers the development of a

heavy-duty telerobotic system for nozzle dam installation and removal

operations and the development of a light-duty mobile robotic system

for surveillance and maintenance of nuclear facilities.

(1) The Development of a Heavy-Duty Telerobotic System

A heavy-duty telerobotic system (HDTS) has been developed for

performing steam generator maintenance tasks such as the installation

and removal of the nozzle dam inside of water chamber in nuclear

power plants. HDTS has four major subsystems: a 6 degrees of

freedom (dof) master-slave manipulator, a guiding device, a monitoring

device and a remote control center.



An electrically driven master allows an operator located at remote

site to control a slave and enhance its manipulative performance. A

master/slave manipulator has a kinematic dissimilarity. The master

was designed such that force generated from the slave could be

fedback to an operator, allowing him to feel contact with remote task

environment. The slave is a hydraulically powered arm and has a

pay load capacity to carry nozzle dam (about 15 kg) at the

end-effector, and a modular feature for easy transportation and

installation.

The guiding device consists of the rotary and linear mechanisms.

The base of rotary mechanism is firmly fixed on the manway frame

of the exterior of steam generator. The rotary mechanism puts the

slave mounted on the base plate of the linear mechanism into water

chamber, and the linear mechanism guides the slave into desired

locations. This device has a modular feature for easy handling and

installation.

A monitoring device is required to facilitate remote operations,

covering all the interior of water chamber. It takes camera views from

the interior of water chamber and displays them at the remote control

console. This device has two cameras with remote focus, lights, pan

and tilt motions. A remote control center is the human interface

between robotic system and work environment. It combines hard

controls for the primary motions of the slave, guiding device, and

monitoring device at work site with input devices for their secondary
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and auxiliary functions at control site. In addition, a graphical system

has been used to evaluate performance of each subsystems before they

are put into service.

(2) The Development of a Light-Duty Mobile Robotic System

A light-duty mobile robotic system (LDMRS) has been developed for

performing tasks such as radiological surveys and mapping, radioactive

material handling, surveillance, and toxic chemical or gas sampling in

nuclear facilities. LDMRS is designed to have the features of

modularity and reliability as well as stability. LDMRS has two major

subsystems; a vehicle and a robotic arm. The vehicle is a four

planetary-wheeled mobile being capable of ascending and descending

stairs and navigating flat surface with zero turning radius. Each

planetary wheel is equipped with three small omnidirectional wheels.

A omnidirectional wheel is enclosed with a circle of six rollers in

shape of ellipsoid, and allows the vehicle to move in desired directions.

The electrically-driven robotic arm mounted on the top of the vehicle

is designed to have a 5 kg payload capacity and the ability to reach

on the ground.

Control system is designed to remotely operate LDMRS in remote

and uncertain surroundings. The vehicle is designed to be controlled

by a hand controller either through a tether cable or a radio command

signal. The manipulator is designed to be operated by a master/slave



controller. Control and sensor communication for all system parameters

is to be managed through a VME bus with a VxWorks real-time

operating system.

A locomotion algorithm has been developed for navigating on

irregular floor and ascending or descending stairs. A force-reflective

algorithm has also been developed to allow an operator to feel a sense

of contact with remote task environment. This algorithm employs that

the measured distance between a robot and a obstacle can be

converted into the corresponding force and transmitted to an operator

through a joystick.

IV. Results and Proposal for Application

HDTS developed in this project has demonstrated robotic applications

for automating nozzle dam maintenance operations inside of water

chamber in nuclear power plants. Such system that is remotely

controlled could eliminate or significantly reduce human exposure to

hazardous nuclear environment. The development of the slave arm, its

associated force-reflective master arm, and support equipment has

resulted in HDTS that exhibits a high level of dexterity and a broad

range of capabilities.

LDMRS has been developed to be used in emergency response

applications such as surveillance and maintenance in nuclear power

plants. The development of the omnidirectional planetary wheel has
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increased the motion capabilities of LDMRS so that it can navigate on

flat surface as well as stairs. A force-reflective algorithm developed

enables LDMRS to be operated remotely without collision by giving an

operator a sense of force. An automatic stair climbing algorithm is

capable of ascending and descending stairs with a stability.

The significance of developments is in providing both HDTS and

LDMRS that can be operated from remote locations to perform tasks

such as the maintenance of the nozzle dam and the surveillance of the

nuclear facilities efficiently and without endangering human workers.

Applications of the developed HDTS could include installation and

removal of steam generator nozzle dams, inspection and maintenance of

steam generator U-tubes, decontamination and decommission of

inactive aged facilities, handling and inspection of spent fuel casks,

collection and packaging of contaminants, and remediation of insulator

in 345 KV yard. The developed LDMRS could be used in emergency

response applications that include radiological surveys and mapping,

radioactive material handling, remote sensing, surveillance, fire fighting,

toxic chemical or gas sampling. Current development activities related

to "Long-term nuclear development program" will continue to support

future needs of advanced robotic system in nuclear industry.
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